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Teela Averness
WIELDER OF THE BLUE FLAME

FILED UNDER: Naive , Obsessive , Magic Geek , Magic User , Educated , Socially Awkward , Hot Headed
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PURPOSE
Information Source - Teela is an excellent
source of arcane knowledge. Her knowledge
of all things arcane is deep.
Ally - Teela’s pursuit of knowledge of her power has
put her in alignment with the goals of the PC’s.
Opponent - The actions of the players have
put them in opposition of Teela’s pursuit of
knowledge of the blue flame. She will not allow
her quest for knowledge to be impeded.

HIGH-LEVEL CONCEPT
Teela is a wizard who wields the
mysterious power of the blue flame.
PERSONALITY
She has an excellent grasp of her abilities but
she’s better with books, magic, and research
than she is with people. It’s led to a lonely life,
and one where she doesn’t get very close to
people. To exasperate her social faux pas she,
not unlike her magic, has a bit of a hot streak.
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MOTIVATION
Teela wants to discover the secret of the the blue
flame, and discover who or what created this power,
and why she was chosen to wield its power.

HOOKS
• A book containing information on the blue
flame turns up in the PC’s treasure.
• Teela comes to the PC’s requesting help to
remove some nearby threat in order for her to
acquire another clue about the blue flame.
• Teela’s powers manifest themselves (inadvertently
or intentionally) in the same location as the PC’s.
• Teela requires protection from some
enemy or force who wishes to stop her
from her pursuit of arcane knowledge.
•
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ORIGINS
Hero - Teela was found and mentored by a group
of recluse wizards who taught her to harness
her power and to use it to help others.
Villain - Teela was ridiculed for her abilities and
ostracized from her home. She has never forgiven
the townspeople for what they have done.
Neutral - She’s obsessed with learning as much as
she can about the Blue Flame and her powers. This
would probably make her a little bit of a magic geek.

PREP QUESTIONS
• What major force in your campaign
created the blue flame?
• What is the general reaction of other
Wizards to the power of the blue flame?
• What creatures are drawn to the
power of the blue flame?
• What happened the last time Teela
lost control of her powers?
• What other NPC is seeking Teela, and why?

HERE ARE SOME QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER IN
USING THIS IMAGE AS YOUR CHARACTER.
• Based on her looks, what region of
the world does she come from?
• What weapon is hidden on Teela?
• What marking does Teela have, and
why does she keep it covered?
• Who or what is Teela staring at so intensely?
• Is Teela in front of her allies or behind them?
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